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SUMMARYJ

TOPS goals Were twofold:' to train a corps of teachei-i capable of teaching

problem solving as well as training other teachers to do the same, and to

improve students' prOblem solving in mathematics.

Summary of Dnplementation. TOPS was implemented differently at the two sites.

At Site Ai the program was implemented at the middle school level (grades 5

8), where most math'teachers were specialists who teach mathematics throughout

the day. For the most part, the ailginal group of'TOPS teachers was a

relatively strong group which might,be expected to take a leadership role in

future '7,PS expansion. After some hesitation, mathematical problem solving as

`

exemplified by the,TOPS activities was accepted at Site A.' This was in spite

of _the fact that this problem solving was never clearly articulated as

, measurable and seemed riot particularly consonant with the district's

stanttardiied tests.

A,Site 8, the program was implementdd at grades 3 - 8, though most often

in grades four and five, and usually.by teachers who were not mathematics

specialists. The most important criterion for selecting a schdol was low

scores ,for the school on district administered achievement tests. The

original group of teachers did not flave a particularly strong backgt.ound

mathematics and participants varied in their belief that TOPS activities would °

lead to improved prohlem solving ability, especially as measured in

standardized tests. A redirection of the program in'Year II,at Site 8

broadened and diffused the instructional emphasis. Teachers could choose from



several kinds.of instructional materials; there.was more emphasis on having

teachers develop their own lessons which were to emphasize classical,

psychological problem solving strategies; and instruction was tied more

directly to the regular district textbook and standardized testing programs.

Even with this freedom to tailor TOPS to locally perceived needs and local

materials, problem solving was never completely accepted by 'all the.teachers,

but was viewed by some as competing for math instruction time.

The two approaches led to quite different.implementation results. *At Site

A, approximately 80 junior high mathematics teachei's were trained, eventually

impacting over 300 classes. The school board pledged support to continue .

training of new teachers next year withlocal funds and the long range goal is

.to train all middle school teachers. TOPS goals do not particularly match

those of the present district-admiriistered test. As a result, the TOPS

program has provided an impetus at Site A to develop, over the-next few years,

a new series of tests in mathematics. They will emphasize problem solving and

become part of the district's testing program.

At Site El the undertaking Was in a sense, more ambitious, in that

ugeneralist'Y teachers who taught in alementaly schools and who,had a less

strong Tthematics background formed the first group of trainees. This

emphasis on training the generalist teachers, and elucidating for them the

more generally accepted strategies of problem sol'ving with a very careful eye

towards standardized test performande, may make ihe. goals at Site B more

appealing to some school administrators. But progress is bound to be slower

and more difficult' because of the.need to train teachers in.the mathematics

and in the problem solving strategies. These needs are compounded by the

need'for teachers to develop for themselves*leisons embodying the mathematic's*

arnd the strategies. A major problem for teachers who want to teach problem



solv g dailx as an adjunat to the text given the absence.of g
4

curridilar

materials are available fpr teaching these particular strategi

Summary of Effects. There were\two major effects. They wer

I.At both sites, participarAs'viewed TOPS favOrably ancd commented on its

positive impact on students' mathematics and

II. At both sites, Tops students had better test Scores.phan Non-TOPS

students. But in spite of consistently higher score's, the differences were

statistically significant at Site A but not.t Site B; the scores do suggest

TOPS fosters'problem solving development.

Both findinas are worth amplifying:

L. Overall, TOPS Was considered sucCessful by participants. All

participants viewed the TOPS project favorably. The majority of teachers

thought that their ability to teach TOPS had improved since last year and also

indicated they were capable of continuing to teach TOPS next year and would be

likely dto do so; The majority of.teachers indicated that TOPS Rad a

beneficial effect on their students and Coordinators favorably reviewed 'the

majority of lessons, the impact on students and teacher's masterycof those

lessons.

According to participants, the.,TOPS approach, designed and executed,by the

CEMREL staff,.whs a challenging, substantive, and productive way to te'ach

,problem solving. 'As an alternative to current texts and materi'als, TOPS was

appreciated.by some, if not all, of the teachei: For teachers who wanted to

teach problem solving but couldn't find an entree, TOPS worked, and all

participants.regaraless of prohleM solving expertise commented favorably on

TOPS quality, and on the ability of CEMREL's TOPS staff and their local staff

to introduce the teaching or problem solving as well as they did. Particularly

4
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appreciated was the role defined by TOPS for.the CoOrdinators. By casting

them in the role of consultants and collaborators (as opposed to supervisors),
,

the project designers set the stage for interactive prgfessi,onal development'

that teachers found helpful.

II.. Stuaen'Achievement. At Site A, TOPS classes had significantly

.
higher scores than Non-TOPS classes on the MANS Tests, a specialeperies of

problem solving tests. The adjusted mean scores were 128 (for six eventh

grade "?0PS classes) versus 110 (for six seventh grade Non-TOPS,classes).

These TOPS classes also hadhigher scores, by about 10%, on the Concepts and

Applications test of the California Achievement Tests, although this

difference did not reach statistical significance. There are two factors (/

Which make these findings especially noteworthy. First,-./when problem solving

is measured by tests which do not test directly what,Was taught (i.e., are new (,

to students, as was the case in Site A), significant.difference Atween

curriculum groups are not usually found. 'Second, most of the TOPS students

#

had only one year of TOPS instruction; one can expect even stronger results if

'students study TOPS throughout middle school.

At Site B, TT'S students had hfgher scores than Non-TOPS students, but the

differences were,not statistically significant. On the California Achievement

Tests, Concepts and Applications, for nine fourth grade TOPS classes the

adjuSted mean sCa1e score was about 431 versus about 425 for eight Non-TOPS

classes. The mean score for a scattered group of fifth grade TOPS studehts

:completing their second year of TOPS was about 469 versus about 461 for a

comparable Non-TOPS group.

iv



Differences between the titiO sites in teachers' background and prograM

implementeton are instructive. We conclude that districts which train

"specialist" teachers,, who teach mathematics to several classes each day, will

get a better.return onsthetr training investMent. Since theseteachers need:

to spend less time learning,the mathematical processes embodied in TOPS, more

time is available for observing and practicing TOPS 'teaching techniques. On

the other hand, a district which'..decides to adopt TOPS in order to giie less

.mathematically able teachers an introduction to mathematical procetseste

probleM solving, as Site B did, will need more time for training and that

training will be a more difficult undertaking.

Districts'also need to make 'an explicit commitment to the,teaching f

problem solving. Teachers need assurances that their attempts will be

supported and sustained, and that evaluations of TOPS impact on students will

bear some relationsHip to instruction. Evaluation attempts also need to

recognize that 'pie implementaton process and its effects on students may

happen slowly.

Given those conditions, TOPS can make a positive contr' tion to districts

interested in' improving the mathematical problem solving

students.

i. .

f
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INTRODUCTION

TOPS,-a i:frogram designed to teach problem solving in mathematics, was

developed by CEMREL staff and implemented by that staff in conjunctio'n with

administrators and teach.ers at two pi)ot sites, Stte A-and Site B, from Fall,

1980 to Spring, 1982. Both Gites are large urban school districts.- TOPS

goals were-to train teachers to become capable of teaching effectively for

problem solving there by improving students' problem solving skills. Special

,emphasis was placed on improving students' facility with appiicatiOns and with

higher level cognitive skills, rather than computatjon.

ye,

Need for the Program

*.

Impetus for the project came from several'sources, among them NCTM's

statement that problem solving in mathematics should be an important part of

mathematics instruction. A similar statement by the National Council of

Supervisots of MathNiatics.served to underscore the importance of problem

solving in fhe,curriculum. Both groups supported feachjng problem solving at

a time when students' standardized test scores, especially in mathematics,
4,

were lower than they had-been,in a decade:- As a result, school districts

began looking for cutriculum materials and instructional techniques that

emphasized problem solving:

TOPS: A Proposed Solution to Districts' Need for a Problem Solving Curriculum

CEMREL's CSMP itaMbad deeloped, over a number of years, a mathematics

curridulum which stressed a problem solving approach to computation, num6er

relations, and other mathematical topics..

;

1



TOPS was designed from components of the program with the goal of teachim ,

problem solving to elementary school students one day a week. Both.CSMP and

TOPS are based on the assumption that problem solving lies at tht heart of

n6thematics, and shoul'd be taught as part of students', mathematics

instruction. To achieve this goal, TOPS materials and strategies,,like'CSMP,

weria developed from iAas found in advanced mathematics and were designed to -

supplement students' sta",rd mathemati,cs curriculum.

TOPS goal of training t achers in problem solving was based on the -

,.% ,

assumption that teachers cou be'taught how to appy problem solving'

lk
techniques in their own classrooms. Accordingly, traininj was targeted to the

_
\

TOPS staff helping teachers lear and apply problem solving strategies.

First, in workshops, and then thro gh Coordinator classroom visits as the

teacher taught TOPS in lieu of the xtbook one day a week., It was

anticipated that the combination of tr4ining and practice, monitored by

district level coordinators, would enable the teachers to increase their

districts' ability to teach'problem solving to more and more studentis each

year, and as a result create long range-improvement in problem solving in each

district.

.As TOPS was conceived, both goals were to be meWy using techniques,

materials, and strategies based'on a specific,point of view which was

operationalized via five major sets of activiXies: the Language of Arrows,

the String Game, the Mini-computer, Hand Calculator, and Detective Stories.

They combine mathematical content, like number relations, with basic cogn

processes, like discovering a pattern which 4escribes the relations. Since

presenting the'content calls for a specific style or teaching, and-TOPS is

based on a point'of view whilch is not widely known teacher training is

necessary. Conceptualization not computation lies at the core of the program,



0 ,

which means a TOPS classroom may not resemble the typical classroom in which

teacherkiearned or previously taught mathematics. In the beginning, teachers

need consultations in planning and teaching lessons to foster their

development of students' problem solving.
;

Evaluating TOPS

In evaluatirig TOPS, the dual goals of training teachers and improving

students' problem solving served as focal points for the evaluation

questions. .The'two key issues, which shaped the evaluation, were:

o Was TOPS, as envisioned by its'developers,

successfiilly implemented at eacW.site?

A third question:

o Did TOPS participation affect students'

matheMatiCal problem solving ability?

o ,What is the likelihood of a program like TOPS

= succeeding at other sites?

,

tS also addressed. To answer the three questions; data were gathered from

several sources: St

o Interviews with coordinators, principals and

/.

teachers.

o, Questionnaires distributed to all project

teachers at the end of each project year.

o / Classroom observation data.

o Test data.

and analyzed-to produce answers to the questions.

TOPS.implementation did not proceed as?originally planned at both sites.

ft
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At-,Site A i.mpleMentation was'continued as Planned during Year II,'but at Site

B ther were changes in program structure and focus, in personnel, and in

continuation/expansion prospects. Those changes rendered the two sites

different, hence the data from each site al-e best presented separately. .(For

informatiod.about Year,I of TOPg see Project TOPS: First Year ,Evaluation

Report.. Martin Heebert and Gail Marshall. CEMREL, Inc., St.. Louis, Mo.,1981.)

if
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SITE BACKGROUND INFORMATION

CC 0 40 ''
0

This?sgetiqn will briefly describe the commonalities at the two sites and

the remainder of the report will describe differences in the implementation

and impact of TOPS.Lfirst at Site A, and then at Site B.

lbe Sites '
. .

Site A is a large mid-western urban school district. A major manufacturing
0

center, fes urbamarea typifies the economic, social, and educational profile
0 0

of many large American cites.' A downtown decaying and rebuilding, white

flight, and a high concentration of poor and unemployed mark the problems

faced by the'school administrators. Site B is a middle Sized urban school

distriét where both heavy and light industry provide.a more diversified

economy. However, like Site A, its problems are typital of cities its size.

Site Events

The contract for TOPS began October 1, 1980. At each site a 'dis.tracc level

.Coordinator was chosen by site administrators and a Demonstration Teacher was

chosen to work with the Coordinator. Following the selection of these

district level staff, who were to be chosen because of their mathematics

training and their administrative experience, schools and teachers were

chosen. jn some cases, schools and teachers were selected because of low test

, .

scores in matherhatics. In some cases, teachers volunteered for the prdigram,
-."

- and their classes did not necesvarily follow that pattern. In still other

the'teachers Chosen were those who needed special help in learning or

teaching mathematics, as perceived by a principal or other administrator.

This happened more frequentl at Site B.

5
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1
Once the staff 4and teachers were Chosen, the first series of workstops at

the sites-was scheduled for mid-November; 1980. .At Site B, the workshop was .

held as planned (November 12r14), almost three months after: school began, a

beginning which was laterthan originally anticipated.. .But at '6ite A;

district level decisions led to the postponement of both.the November workshop

and one reicheduled'for December. The workshop was finally he3d.January 20-22,

1981. Since formal TOPS teaching began the Monday immediately following the

workshops, Site A TOS instruction began halfway through the school year.

* . There were four major differences.between the two sites which had .

implications for the day-to-day conduct of the project and for the future Of

the project. These differences, which will be discussed in turn, were:

Staff experience and training_

Schedules for teaching TOPS

Definition and operation.;lizing of problem solving.

Plans for continuation and expansion.

Staff Experienceand Training. Analysis of.the quiestionnaires completed by

staff at both sites (Appendix A) showed that the Coordinator and Demonstratibn

Teacher at Site A had more formal mathematicS training and more experience

teaching and supervising mathematics c1astes than the Site B staff.

Teachers at Site A had more formal mathematics training; more of them 'had

a major,in mathematics or a concentration of mathematics courses as

undergraduates. Site A teachers often taught TOPS at several grade levels and

they taught only Math to those classes. Site'B teachers were more likely to

teach Math and other subjects, and most often taught elementary classes.



Thus, Site A teachers coula be'considered "specialist" teaschers, whose

primary responsibility was to teach mathematics. By virtue of their training

and their assignmenis in Schools, they werespetializing in mathematics

instruction. Most Site B teachers could be regarded as "generalists",

teachers trained to teal\a, wide variety of subjects and astigned to a

particular grade level.

A second difference in staffing also occurred at Site B. On the

40

recommendation of the Federal Project Officer, the'two Demonstration Teachers,

each of whom had worked halftime on the project, were replaced by a full-time

Denonstration Teacher at the end of Year I. This change meant that the

Coordinator had to acquaint the new Demonstration teacher with the project

while planning for the-second year in-serVice, and had to re-schedule

classroom visits, since the previous year's ,schedule (predicated on twd

part-time staff members) was no longer workable. The Demonstration Teacher had

not participated in Year I in-service meetings and semi ars with CEMREL staff,

and was therefore not aware of the point of view and operational strategies

dal

which had been implemented at_Site B during Year I.

Scheduling. A second mandated change from the Federal Project Officer

affected the teaching of TOPS at Site 6. Concerned about the match between

TOPS goals and the district goalt, a match which had been questioned by the

Coordinator and several teachers, the Federal Project Officer directed TOPS

teachers to teach problem solving for a few minutes eath day in conjunction

with topics and-problems covered in the local textbtok. -At Site A, teachers

continued to teacil TOPS once a week as originally envisioned by TOPS planners,

but at Site B, a new schedule had to be worked out by the'teachers, and new

ways of integrating TOPS had to be d vised. In fact, this mandate to teach



.0

. TOPS every day drystallized a latent problem at :Site B. Several teachers, not

strong in mathematics to begin with and just beginning to gain mastery of the

TOPS materials apd Goncepts, were unable to integratd%them into their local

SIC

textbook program.: For example, some teachers were able to see the

applicability of the Mini-computer to place value lessons, or the String Game

/to factoring, bOt Other teachers mere at a loss as to how to use TOPS '

.
,

materials and stratpgies as adjuncts to the text:
,

Definition and teaChing of Problem solving. At Site A, teachers continued

using the types oT.TOPS lessons.which they had practiced the year before, as

well as.refining their use oif,the problem solving strategies emb6died in'them.
im

At Site B, the mandate by the Federal Project Officer resulted in dwide range

of impleme ntat4on'strategies1' 'The-net Tesult was a melange of clissroom

. .

instruction,at Site. B, some .of which could 'be ealled problem solvAg.using a
-

TOPS, focus, some of whiCh was a more generic, form.of problem solving, and.some

of which had no disce rnable problem solving orientation.

The difference's in teachers' intuitive definitions of problem solving and

in their willingness to accept TOpS materials ahd concepts, appeared to be

related to theWmathematics training. Teachers who had had a concentration

in mathematics and/or taught Math to Several grades each day (as at Site A )

were more likely to maintain fidelity to TOPS lessons and.to yse TOPS

materials and'strategies to ocus on the problem solving aspect of the

(
materials-Aleir mathematics prepared them to understand and maximize the

lessons. For teachers with weaker mathematics backgrounds (typically at Site B

), TOPSwas usually nothing more than an introduction to problem-solving

strategies,and to non-computationally oriented mathematics.



Continuation and Expansion. In August,1981 while Site A was in a position to

build on and improve the first yearsi work, Site B, for all intents and

purposes', had to begin anew. Since the changes pandated by the Federal

Project Officer had introduCed a new staff, a new teaching schedule,,and a new

problem solving focus,,some teachers were confused about'.the actual purpose of

.TOPS instruction. Hence they were not effective agvocates af the program..

More detrimental to continuation and expansion efforts however,.was the fact

that a major portion of the introductory workshop sessions at Site B in

1981-1982 had to be devoted to explaining the changes to [he original groupof

TOPS te chers. Schedule changes and their concurrent reporting reciuirements.

. "also co nded time.and energy. This meant the Coordinator.had no Ome to

think about trainippg a second cadre of teachers or helping TOPS teachersttrain

other .teachers in their buildings. Instead, four replacement teachers were

phased into the project by participation in Year II.activities. While the new'

staff brought insights an4,skills that contributed to the project, working '

t

relations with project teachers in some cases had to be built from scratch.

The Site A Coordinator and Demonstration Teacher, on the other hand were

able to spend the first few weeks of Year II.reviewing TOP9teacher k'and

a.

introducing a,second cadre of teachers to TOPS. Later in the year, they' were

able to Inonitor both groups, and-introduce a third group of teachers to.TOPS.

.This expansion reSulted from the continuity of efforts which characterized

Year II at Site A.

The differences between the two sites affected TOPS implementation and

impact. Both issues will be discussed.in.the next section.

fa
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TOPS IMPLEMENTATION: SITE A

Data in this section were gathered by means of questionnaires mailed to

TOpS teachers in 4pring, 1982. Twenty eight teachers returned completed

4

questionnaires : twelve were teachers who had been in the projeCt last year

(69% of the veter'an'teaches) and sixteen joined the project during Year II

4(34% of the the.new teachers). Thus the data reported below represent some; '

but not all,'of the teachers currently teading TOPS at Site A.,Data from

veteran and new,teachers were aggregated in hll cases except where the

responies of vetlopn teachers differed from those of the new teachers.

BaCkground and Experience. The Coordinator.had advanced degrees in

icsand-extensive experience as a Mathematics supervisor at the middle

schOolleve . The Demonstration Teather had xperience with CSMP as well ah

-/ Mathematics 'supervisory experience. In the ta les which follow, data

describ'ing teachers' background and expeilence are presented.

TqAcherS' 16ckground and ExpertenCe

Number ofi,Years Teaching

1st year,0%
2 - 5 yeat.s 18%

6 - 10 years 35%

10 - 20 yfars 31%

20 plus years 16%

Highest Academic'Status Attained')

Bathelor plus 31%, Master's 48%,

College Preparation

Elementary education
major with no math
methods courses

0%

Master's plus 21%

Elementary education Another major with Concentration

with 1 or 2 math some math courses in mathematics

methods courses
30% 30% 40%

11
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Zs(The majority of the teachers tend to be experienced teachers, have

received advanced degrees, and have taken mathematics courses in-college. As,

4

a group, the new teachers bad more experience, a better background 4

mathematics, and were more likely to have volunteered for TOPS (as'opppsed to

. i

being selected) than the veteran teachers.

2. Teaching Schedule. Twenty-fivejf the twenty-eight teachers taught math at

least four times a day, usually in a6east two different grade levels. All

,

were middle school teacher,s (grades five to eight) and all but one of tile.

fteachers taught TOPS one full math period.per week-.

3. TOPS Teacher Training. Before beginning theilLTOPS teaching, the teachers

40 .

attended a week long workshop. Conducted by CEMREL'S TOPS staff in

)

conjunction with the loca) Coordinator nd Demonstration Teacher, the workshop

was designed to acquaint_them with ItOPS materials and strategies. Their

i
-reactions to thfs workihop, and to the Clay-to-day Coordinator activities which

41F

followed the workshop, are summarized below from questionnaire data. (A .

listing of teachers' evaluations is shown in Appendix A.)

_ Distribution of Workshop .Topics and Ratings of Effectiveness
.

Average - Ratings

'Percent
...

. of time ,

4

Overview of he program' 13% 69% 2'5% I .- 6%

philosophy and goals effective somewhat not

effective effective

Discussion/presentation of 24%r 85% 12% 3%

math content by trainer . effective somewhat nof-

effective effective
, 4f

f

Demonstration*Uscussion by . 47% 91% 9% 0%

trainer of specific lessons - effective Somewhat not :

effective effective ...,'

66% 17% 17%

effective somewhat not

effective effective-

Practice by participants 16%

teaching various lessons--



Strengths and Weaknesses of the Workshop's. Several teachers agreed that too

much material was covered in too short a time, and they would have liked to

haVe learned a small segment, practiced it, and then met again.for another

segment.

On the positive side,'teachers-liked the demonstrations of lessons and the

opportunity for participants to practice,.especially' with students present.

Strengths and Weaknesses of Coordinator Activities. Only one negative aspect

of the Coordinators' activities was mentioned: a teacher stated that the
A- -

observations.created tension. All other teacher comments were positive and

*teachers-cited the knowledgeability and helpfulness, the offering of ideai,

arid the demonstration'of new and different.Ways to.deallwithsstudents as

strong features of the training4

Ratinb Coordinator Activities.

"If a Coordinator were available next year, what actkvities would you like to

4t

see emphasized?" #

, -
very somewhat not iluaily

. helpfdl helpful helpful

Conducting demonstration classes 74% 20%

Reviewing mathemitical content _ 44% 38% -TN--

Planning future lessons . -TET- -375- 0%

Discussing general problem solving strategies 7.83- 42% ---ff-

Critiquing lessons you taught 55% 1 45% or
Explaining the goals of an individual lesson 44% 38% 18%

Suggesting classroom management procedures 34% MT .

Classroom visits in general 55% 45%

New teachers, who had more mathematics in college, were less likely :than

veteran teachers to rate "discussing generil probleT solving strategies" as

very helpful (45% vs. 71%) but more likely to rate "planning future lessons"

as very helpful (62% vs. 33%).



4. Teaching TOPS: Distribution Of TOPS Lessons
A

The major part of the TOPS program was the weekly planned lesson taught by

the training teacherand often observed and critiqued by the Coordinator or

Demonstration Teacher. The teachers kept lbgs Of what was taught and these

are subimarized below. (Because the length of the TOPS school year differed

from Year I to Year II, the.percentage of 'lessons devoted to each strand is

shown.)

String Games

Arrows
Mini-computer
Hand Calculatot
Detective Stories
Geometry

Veteran Teachers Teachers

'This Year Last Year

32%

TT%
71%
17%

Greater uniformity.in lson coverage is shown this year.

5. Coordinator Ratings of-TOPS-Lesons

Durin classroom visits, the Coordinator and Demonstration,Teacher rated the
,

lesson in*a log. .Six major aspects of the lesSon were to be rated, and the

average rating across all observed lessons is given below for.each aspect.

Category
High

Students' Interest 82%

Students' Understanding EN .

Teacher Preparation/Understanding TEX

Teachers' Enthusiasm/Delivery .g7t

'Use of Materials

Teacher/Student Interaction

Appropriate
93%

-

Most
Students

Involved

84%

Ratings

Average Low

'15% 3%

TN 7%
1-2X "gx

In appro pri ate

3%

'Strong

Students
Involved

16%

Had Difficulty
4%

Weak

Students

Involved
0%



Another way of analyzing the same log data is to calculate average ratings

cross lesson's according to the content strand of the lesson. These are shown

below.

Lessons Ratings

High Medium Low

ArrOws 78% 17% 5%

StringGame. 90% '9% IN

Mini-Computer 81% I% T%
Hand Calculator 7% 71% 7%

Detective Stories glt

Both analyses show that lessons were generally rated positively by

Coordinators.

6. Teacher Ratin s of TOP Materials

This year, likela year, teachers ratedrOPS materials "Low" or "High"

on five categories.

.

.

.

,

String
tore

\*Inguage of
. krrows

.

Hand
rtalculator

Mini- ,.

Computer
Oetective
Stories

Newt -
Rating

Can be used

liFtcleivaechyer

High

100%

Low

0%,

High

100%

Low

0%

,

High

64%*

Low

36%

High

76%

Low

24%

, High

.

.88%

Low

12%

High

85.6%

,

LOw

14.4%

FiTimotin student
g'owth in problem-
solving skills

..

93%. 7% 100%

.

0% 50% 50% "90% 10% 89%

.

11% 84.4% 15.6%!

- *
,

Promoting positive.
student attitude
toward problem-
solving

.

100% 0%
'

93% 7% ' 67% 33%

,.

90% 10% 89% 11%*; 87,8% 12.2%1

.

Student enjoyment 94% 6% 63% 37% 78% 22% 89% 11% 72% 18% 80.2% 19.8%1

OVerall benefit to
students comPared
to the math period
it replaced .

63% 37%

.

86% 14% 67% 33% 85% 15%

.

83%

.

17% 76.8% 23.2%

Mean rating

-.

90% 10%

.

88% 12% 65% .35% 86%, 14% '84% 16% 82.6% 17.4%



Each of the lesson strands received 84-90% high ratings except Hand

Calculators which had 65%. Similarly each 'category received cOnsistently high

ratings except "Overall benefit to students compared to the math period it

replaced." which still received an average of 77% high responses. Generally,

,

ratings were higher this year than last year.

7. Teathers' Assessments of TOPS' Features

The statements below were generated from negative comments one or more

teachers made during,observations and interviews conducted in Spring, 1281.

(Responses, do no alwayi total 100% ecause of the pattern of teacher:

responses.) .

0

Teaching TOPS'takei too much
preparation time. 0 13% 63% 19%

TOPS ideas can be applied in
"0 si ations outside'TOPS

clas rooms. t; 42% 55%
.t

TOPS does not conflidt witftg
our schoWs math goals..

TOPS does nOt contain enough
'drill.

, 0

Tests should be included as"'

'part of the TOPS mAterials." , 8% 49% ' 40% 3%

TOPS is not useful in any
other context.'

TOPS goals are clear. 29% 53i 15%

4

-04

Strongly Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

38% 59% 3%

3% 22% 61% 11%

TOPS does not help me learn
.

more about, my students 3% 68% 2914
.

, .

.
,

The game aspect o'f. TOp,S
.

lessens its value. 63% 37%

63% 29%

e ,

Students Who have had TOPS
this year should continue
with TOPS next year.

.
50% SO%

16

t)
44

1 0111.



In general, these ratings seeM to re;lect positive tedher attitudes

toward TOPS. For most quesfions, answers were more positive thi6ear than

\

la'st year. Negative comments received from individual teachers are not widely

shared except for the statements refer rk'rig to TOPS not contOni.nglrough drill

.4

and the need for test materials as part of TOPS where 25% and 57% . espectively

4.. ;

agreed with these statements.

8. TOPS Teachers' Views on Teaching TOPS

Having. taught TOPS for two years, veteran teachers were in a pos ion to

compare their first year of teaching TOPS with their second year. Generally,

they noted three Changes, 1) better command of the material which lea to the

ability to plan and organize their TOPS teaching,-2) greater ability tV

cocerdinate the material with'thel"egular curr4tulum, 3) greater abilitPto
,\

Veteran and new teachers.were asked what changes in their teaching they

would make as a result of TOPS teaching. Tbth gr6ups stressed queStionin'T

0
students more, asking students to .explain answers,;allowing students to make

discoveries, and giving students time to think through a problem on their oWn.

positively affect. student. achievement.
41.

Asked to discuss persistent.problems they had implementing TOFSthis year,

one teacher cited a problem,of sequenbing lessons, and two cited difficulties

holding and keeping students' attention. Another.teacher reported having

difficUlty allocating time for both TOPS activities and other mathematics

.

activities in the distr1ct4s curriculum.

9. Teachers' \Mews on TOPS Continuation

As a result of their TOPS experience, all tekhers in both grOups, veteran

teachers'and new teachers, said they woUld be able to teach TOPS next year-:;

and all but one teacher in _the new group would choose to teach TOPS next Year.



. . ) .
N When they responded to the question "What changes would you make in TOPS

next year?", teachersanswers indicated they understood the purpose of-TOPS .

. .

lessons, and agreed with the TOPS approach. For example, teachers said they
4

woNd ask more questions, and use TOPS materials and techniques mor:e

frequently in their regular math classes. They ano said they would be more

1

flexible about what days they taught TOPS, perhalis teaching TOPS lessons every

,day some weeks and a full math period one day a,week at other times. Teachers
- I

also said they would prefer tO initiate Coordinator visits instead of having

regular visits scheduled by the Coordinator.
..*.,

Several teachers said theYswould need nb help'next year, several would

,

like workshops scheduled so they could share ideas qr receive additional

0,

materials and lessons, and others would like only replacement materials and

occasional consultations with Coordinators.

An important aspect of TOPS.continuation is teachers' ability to do an

effective job with it. About half of the veteran tei'chers said that at least

'75% of the teachers of their grade,level(s) could do an effective job with

TOPS, and about a quarter said between 50% and 75% Could do so. All but one

teacher, a new ceacher, 'said they would like to see TOPS used in other'cfasSes

in their schools.

According to teachers, among,the problems that new-td-TOPS teachers would

face are becoming familiar with and securing TOPS materials, learning to

organize and plan with materials, learning how to handle the question-answer

dynamics in front of a class, i'nd understanding the goals of-the program.

18
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' CI
One aspett of continuation of TOPS is teachers' perception of Wilat is needed

if they are to continue teaching TOPS. :Three separate issues were mentioned:

o There is a need for defining and explaining lesson goals and stating

how lessons fit into a sequence of previous lessons.

_

o There-is also a need to design Hand Calculator activities for r4re

student Understanding and enjoyment of the lessons, rather than just

"punching buttons".

o There .is concern about what wAl happen to.students who hhve had TOPS
the, previous year.. Teachers asked what,follow-up and sequencing will

.be provided for those students.

0.

Another aspect of continuationyill be teachers' reliance on othe

teachers in their buildings for help with TOPS lessons. There is evidence

that teachers are.helping one another, but in a limited way. A few teachers

said they offered suggestions on how to teach specific lessoni, answered

teachers' questions, and shared techniques that they themselves had devised or

learned. This is a low level of teacher-to-teacher support which will not.be':

sufficient in and of itself to expand the program and may nof even be enough

to sustain the participation of new teachers who do not yet understand how to

teach TOPS.

10. Expansion ProSpects
'44s

One of th4,5istrict's'goals for TOPS was the development of a* cadre of

teachers who could act is change agents and expand the teaching of pro6lem

solving. This cadre orteachers played only a invited role (and much less

than originally planned) in the process of expanding to new teachers.

Nevertheless, the Coordinator and Demonstration Teacher have far.exceeded

expectations in the training of new teachers. One group 'of teachers has been

trained, observed, and at present, is almost fully autonomous. They can call

upon the Coordinator when needed but they are viewed as being able to function

:26
I"



on their own. Having successfully.launched one group of teachers, the site

staff turned their attention to training two more groups and currently those

groups have begun teaching TOPS under the staff guidance. About 10,000

students were receiving TOPS instruction by May; 1982, or about a quarter of'

the districtik studenis tn those grade levels.

The coordinating staff have also written)lessons, prepared a teacher'

training program, and written,a handbook describing training.

Based on these successful steps toward expansion, the district is

currently working-on ways to institutionalize TOPS in the district. In spite

of critical budget probleland-a teacher strike, the School Board has

authori,zed continued support of-TOPS, entirely from local funds, after the end

of federally,funded TOPS.

11. Overall Reaction

In an open-ended question on the questionnalre, teachers were asked to

give an overall,e'valuation of TOPS. Their evaluations of TOPS were uniforn

pdSitive. They stated that TOPS participation had a beneficial effect on

their teaching and a'positive,impact on their students.

In summary, teachers' ratings of the workshops, the lessons, and TOPS

feituFes were favorable. Teachertteem to have a practical and conceptual
1

command over TOPS, and express an interest in continuing TOPS. Expansion is

taking place more rapidly than planned, and the district is commited to
461,

continuing and expanding TOPS with local money.

20



TOPS IMPACT: SITE A

This section is divided into two parts. The first part will present

teachers' rating of TOPS impact regarding:

TOPS effectiveness in improving students' thinkihg, Skills

o TOPS effectiveness in improving students' ability to do specific

mathematical tasks

o TOPS valme of teaching strategies

The second part will present test data from:

o . The MANS Test

o Standardized achievement tests

1. Teachers' Ratings of TOPS Impact

TOPS effectiveness in improving,studenfs' thinking .

Anilyzing Situations
Reasoning Logically
Evaluating Possible Answers
Reflecting Before Responding
Producing Multiple Answers

-t

A

Much Some No .

Improvement Improvement Improvement
52% 48%

ZN - S2%
-8-5;

- gl%

asimOIN.

OmNIN.

1111

These_ratings were somewhat lower than last year.

TOPS' effectiveness in improving student§' ability to do specific mathematical

tasks.

Place,Value
Fractions

Estimation
Word Problems
Decimals
Mental Arithmetic

a

. Much 'Some No

Improvement ImproveMent Improvement '

. 20% ' 71% 7% ,

IT% TN 42%

U% 7% TN
7g7: 777:

Mt TN 4U%

74% Nt

Ratings are slightly-higher tKan last year.

.1)



110

4

Value of TORS teaching strategies

Les,s pressure
(no "wrong" answers, everyone

Helps

A Lot

Helps

A Little

Doesn't

Help

can contribute)* 78% 22%

Content
(good problem situations,
lesson plans) 28%

Student responses
(explaining "how.to" and "why",

many possible answers) 88% 12%

-

Hands-on material :

(Mini-computer, hand calculator,

strings) 85% 10% 5%

Game atmosphere
(no paper p4ncil, te.am Vay) 70% 25% 5%

)1.

Teacher questioning
(thought provoking, open-ended,
follow up to student responses) 77% 23%.

,

Agatn this year, "Hands-on materials" and Student respqnses" received

'the highest ratings. .0verall, ratings were similar to last year.

22.



2.. Test Data

The MANS Test Data

k .

To assess the effect of TOPS instrUction on participating students, a

versiOn of the MANS Tests (Mathematics Applied to Novel Situations) was

constructed specifically fcir TOPS and was administere'd to TOPS and non-TOPS

classes.

The MANS Tests. The MANS Tests are short test scales origfnally designed to

-assess what are thought to be some of the underlying thinking skills of CSMP,

the:curriculum on which TOPS was based. They havebeen used for several years

in the,evaluation of CSMP in second through sixth grade. Since the thinking

skills fostered by TOPS are similar to CSMP, an adaptation of the tests for

TOPS evaluation seemed appr6priate.

The MANS Test; uSed in this evaluation consisted of 20 separate tests,

grouped into fOur categories:, Estimation and Mental Arithmetic; Fractions and

Decimals; Nutber Patterns and Relationships; and Production of Multiple

Answers. (A description of the tests and their administration is given ,in

Akpendix B.) It,is important to note that these tests do not refer to any TOPS

. lessons or.contain any of the specific terminology of,TOPS-; indeed most were

designed espectally to present mAthematiciT tasks whick th itudents had not

'encountered previously. A specially trained tester followed a standardized

script'in introducing, one-at-a-time, the various tests.



r

The Sample. Twelve classes of seventh grade students were tested (6 TOPS and

6 non-TOPS classes). The seventh grade,was thought to be the most appropriate

grade level for,comparing TOPS and Non-TOPS students' performance. One class

Alitt from each of six veteran TOPS teachers was tested. One class from each of six

comparison Non-TOPS teachers was also tested.

Selection of classes to be tested was made by the district staff,.

Non-TOPS classes were selected so that, in each case, classes were comparable

in ability.to TOPS classes and teachers' ability wai judged comparable to the

corresponding TOPS teachers.

For 'several-reasoni, TOPS 'classes could not-be kept together from

year-to-year. Hence the original evaluation plan, whTch called for the

testing of TOPS students with two years of TOPS instruction, could not-be

followed. Ffve of the six classes were composed almost entirely of

new-to-TOPS students.

Method of Analysis. For each class, a mean score was calculated for each MANS

test. A class mean score was also calculated for each class on two'

independent measures: a. the district administered Reading Comprehension

subtest of the California Achievement Test. b. a Figural Reasoning test,

consisting of items in which'students had to decide which'one of four'given

figures was different from the other three. 'This wes consid red to be measure

'reasoning of a very different kind from that of TOPS or any o her math

program.'-'-(The mean scores for this n test.were 7.9 for TOPS classes and 8.2

for Non-TOPS classes: The mean raw s ore across TOPS classes on the reading

test was 19.0; for.tion-TOPS classes it was 20.2.)
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Pius, the classes were reasonabfy well matched in ability. An Analysis

of Covariance procedure on class means was then used so that mean scores on

the MANS tests Were adjusted to take into aecount differences in ability among

the Classes as measured by reading and figural reasoning scores. (Appendix C

presents class means for TOPS and non-TOPS classes).

Results. Table 1.shows adjusted mean scores for TOPS and non-TOpS classes.

The tests have been groUped into categories of mathematical processes. Th

p-value of the comparison is also given, i.e., the probability that a
,

differencePthat large between the two groups pou q have occurred by chance if

'there were truly " no difference0 between the TO and non-TOPS classes. A,
fe

p-value of .05 or less is often designated as statistically "significant"

(i.e., Would happen by chance only.once in twenty times).

/ TABLE 1

SUMMARY DATA, MANS TESTS

SITE A

ADJUSTED MEAN SCORE,

MANS CATEGORIES, TOPS AND NON-TOPS

.

TOPS

Classes,
Mon-TOPS
Classes

P-Value

Estimation and .

Mental Arithmetic
Includes two types of scales:

, Estimation requires the rapid
aii9riiiigof aPproximate
answers to problems, and Mental

35.6

.

31.5 .20

Arithmetic' requires'the exact
iFFWIFT1-15 calculations amenable

' to non-algorithmic solution 2'.

Fractions and
cDeimals'

, .

Requires computation with
fractions and decimals in a
variety of novel applicationt

28.1 23.6> .15

Representations and
Patterns of Umbers

Requires finding or applying
a given pattern in sets of
numbers.

'39.0

.

33.1 .02

Elucidation
Requires producing many
corrtct answers to a given.
problem'. -

.

28.8 22.1

-

.15

,

Total MANS
,

128.3

,

118.4

_

.06

1Based on the t-test- from the Analysis of Covariance with 8 degrees of
freedom.

2A description of the tests in'each caiegory isvgiven in Appendix 8.
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The table shows that TOPS classes had significantly higher total MANS

scorei than the Non-TOPS classes (using the traditional .05'level of

significance). They also had significantly higher scores in one category,

Representations and Number Patterns. In the other three cate9ories, although

.05.sigpificance was got obtained, the p-values of, at most, .20 are very

suggestive (i.e., there*is less than a one-in-five prollability th4 these

differences culd have haripened by chance),

q g,

Graphs of Class Means. Data from Table I are illustrated by-thy. graph of

Total MANS scores shown on the next page. Each clats ii plotted on the-graph

according to MANS score and ability score (where ability scores is a composite

of reading and figural reasoning). An X is used for TOPS classes, a dot ( )

for non-TOPS classes.

A regression line has been drawnon the graph; this line represents the

best linear prediction of MANS score from class abiiity scores. Classes which

are represented above the line are performing better than expected based on

their.reading scores; classes below the line are performing worse than

.expected.

120

103

GIASM OF cuss buts

(X TOPS C1ass. 9. emtTOPS Class)

,

. ,

r

r ...

t
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_
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i

. .

,
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_ .
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.
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Standardized Achievement Tests

In addition to showing problem solving ability bh,tests designed

specifically to measure problem solving, differences betWeen TOPS and non-TOPS

classes were expected on the *Standardized achievement tests\administered by

r the district each year. Therefore, achievement test scores (The California'

Achievement Test, administered Spring, 1982) for the seventh grade TOPS and

non-TOPS, classes which partictpated in the MANS testing. were compar'ed. .

Fbr the same groups of,seventh grade classes, six TOPS classes,and six

non-TOPS classes, comparisons were made on the math iubtests of the district

administered California Achievement Test'. An Analysis of Covariance wat again

,

performed.on the clats means, this time using only CAT Reading Comprehension

as the covariate. Mean reading 'cores will differ somewhat frbm the MANS data

because the exact composition of sttidents present for testing differed from

day-tot-day. The mean reading-scoreracross TOPS classes was 18.7 and across

Non-TOPS classes was 18.2.

Results. Table 2 shows the adjusted mean score for TOPS and non-TOPS

classes. The p-value of the comparisons is also shown.

TABLE 2

SUMMARY DATA, CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TESTS, SITE A
ADJUSTED CLASS MEANS

TOPS ,

. Classes
Non-TOPS
Classes

p-Valuel

Mathematics
Computation

Nk,
,

, 19.3 18.6

Mathematics
Concepts and
Applications

.

.

21.3 . 19.4 .20 '

fotaf

Mathematics
'

,

40.5

.
.

38.1

,

.35

18ased on the t-test from the Analysis of Covariarice with 9 degrees of
freedom. Where the p-value is not less than .5 (a one-in-two chance)
'a dash (-) appears in the table.
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181MOUVIO 4401--id*4-4444%.4 W4

results were not significant at the .05 level.

,

Graphs of Class Means. Graphs of Class means, like those of the previous

section, areshoWn below for the.two math subtests of the CAT. It can be seen

that CAT Math scores are better predicted from Reading scores than were the

.MANS scores. Although inspection of the graPhs shows TOPS classes do better

generally, the-pattaigrof results is too irregular to sUpport a claim of

superiority for TOPS classes, i.e., suggestive but not conclusive. 1

deo
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TOPS IMPf.EMENTATION: SITE.B

<

Data in this section were collected by means of a questionnaire mailed

to Site B TOPS teachers at the end of Year II. Seventeen teachers returned

the questionnaire; four were new to the projeci this year ,(two replaced Year I -

(TOPS teachers who left the program) the rest were teachers who had taught TOPS

during Year I.

1. Background and Experience

During, Year I, a full-time Coordinator, who had a Bacheldr's degree in

mathematics aneexptrience as a school and central office administrator

directed the Ooject at Site B. He continued that superVision until the last

months Of leae II. Two part-time Demonstration Teachers assisted during Year

I; one had an advanced degree in mathematics and was a high school

: mathematics *teacher, the other had experience as a supervisor. In Year II,

both were replaced by a full time Demonstration Teacher.who had both

mathematics experience and supervisory/administrative experience.

In the tables, which follow, data describing the teachers' background and

experience is presented.

Background and Experience

Number of Years Teaching'

1st year 0%

2 - 5,years 12%

6 - 10 years 29%
10 - 20 years 47%,
20 plus Years 12% , 4

Highest Academic 'Status Attatned

Bachelor's 12%,
lb

Bachelor's Plus 18% Master's 35% Master's Plus 35%

29 36

(



s

Col lege Preparation.

Elementary education
,major with no math
methods dourses

18%

11

EleTentary ec&Ication Another major with Concentration

with 1 or 2 math ., 'COncentration in in mathematics 4

Methods courses some math tourses
s A

59% 18% 5% i '

The majority of TOPS .teachOrs tend to .be e;perienced teachers, have

.

received advanced degrees, and their collibe background is typically an

elementary education major with'.0.1 or 2 math methods courses.

Teachi nOchedu 1 e

More than half of the sevent'een responding teachers taught math to only

one or two classes per day.. Less than half (40%) taught at junior high

school; tile others taught at elementary schools.

"Is TOPS instruction usually for?"

A. few minutes at a time ,

but not every day

A' few minutes at a time

each day

A full math period

each4week

ox

10%

24%

Other 36%

These data illustrate the variety of 'implementation strategies TOPS

teachers used in, year In It is worth noting that only ten percent' of

teachers 'r'eliOrt.ed teachling TOPS for .a few minutes each day as newly mandated

half way thropgh the project.-

3. TOPS Teacher' Training

At the first.series of workshops, 1980 - 1981, a general introduction to

' problem solving,:as defitied.by the TOPS staff, was presented and that was

%.
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Strengths and Weaknesses of the Workshops. According to teachers, strengths

of_the workshops were:

o Exchanging ideas.

o Learning how to use the materials.

o Learning a variety of problem-solving techniques.

o Gaining an understanding of the application of mathematicstheory

through the TOPS activities.

o More "focused" this year (one teacher)

and weaknesses of the workshops were:

o Not learning how tq do Detective ,Stories.

o Needing a more in-depth intrOduction, i.e., not being thrown into .

teaching the activIties so'quickly.

o Not spending enough time explaining.the matorials and their

relations 4,problem solving.

Strengths and Weaknesses of Coordinator Activitiei. According to TOPS

teachers, the strength of the Coordinator activities was the dual rale of

teaching and demonstrating followed by observing and offering suggestions.

The'weakness cited was that too much time elapsed between one Coordinator

visit and anothlr.

Rating' Coordinator Activities

"If a Coordinator were available next year, what activities would you like
9\

to see emphasized?"

very
helpful

'

Conduct'ing demonstration classes

Reviewing mathemafical content

94%

70%
Planning future lessons -Ex-
Discussitig general problem solving strategies 87%

Critiquing lessons you'taught 64%
Explaining the goals of an individual lesson 45,"

Suggesting classroom management procedures 33%

Classroom visits in general 71K-

1

a.

somewhat not usually.: '

'helpful helpful

6%

'76g 10%-nr
-1-3-

It%
4* lb% .

66%
27%



followed by activiOes designed to familiarize teachers with-the-materials and--

protedures for-the five STOPS strands, as well as to help teachers understand

Ithe mathematics klbodied in the.lessons.

tys format was to be repeated at each succeeding workshop.

However, by the time tl)e August, 1981 ,!.vorkshop was held, the.substantive

changes in the project, mandated by the project officer, necessitated a

refoculing of pie Workshop. As 4 retult, a significant part 'of the

workshophad to be 'devoted to explaining the personnef, scheduldc, and

curriculum changes brought abqut by the mandate. Therefore, the focus of the

August, 1981 workshop and subsequent workshops shifted from practice and

, growing expertite with the TOPS materials, to introductions to a more varied

set of dUrriculum materials, some of which were TOPS materials (the

Mini-computer boards,-the TOPS sourcebobk, etc.); some were locally produced

problems, and some were commercial materials.

4o:

.
Distribution of Workshop Topics and Ratings of Effectiveness. . (Percentages do not

always total 100% because of teachers' responding patterns.)

Percent

of time

Overview of the program's 43-
philosophy and goals , 14% effective

Discussion/presentation of '

. ;math Ontentby trainer 25%

DemonstratiOn/di,scussion bY
trainer'of specific lessons 32% .

Practice by particiOnts
teaching valous lessons 29%-

,

32

60%
,effective

66%
effective

%e

75%

effective ,

3 9

p47%. 6%
somewhatt noI
effective effective,

J3% 6%

somewhat ,,' not

effectiVe effective

33%
somewhat
offective

-19%

somewhat
effective

not .

effective .

nol
effective



Thus, if e, Coordinator.or Demonstration Teacher were available next year;

almost all teachers would like demonstrations to be a first priority. Planning

future lessons and discussing general problem solving strategies also were

frequently cited by teachers.

4. Distribution of TOPS Lessons

Site B's logs were designed to specify the lesson objectives and record
.0

the'problem solving strategy chosen from,a variety of strategies. Some of the

teachers' strategies were traditionalproblem solving activities and didn't

reOesent the sPectfic TOPS focus; in other instances it couldn't be

determined which TOPS mateilals or strategies had been used or how the lesson''

had been taught. :Therefore, logs were not relied on for any data other than a

count of the number of times aspecific,'unambiguous reference to a TOPS

activity was made.

Analysis of the logi'showed the following distribution of TOPS lessons.

:FOPS Activity

This years Last years

teachers teachers

String Games 38% 34%

Arrows T% 17
Mini-computer 23t Trf

Hand Calculator TN
Detective Stories ..

, Geometry t .Tf

.This distribution o'f les.sons &Gross the'strandssis roughly proportional to,
:

last year's distribution. However, far fewer identifiable TOPS lessons were

recorded this year compared to'last year; the average number ofldentifiable '

,

TOPS activities per teacher was only about six. The decrease in numbers

40
33
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reflects the site's decision to de-enphasize teaching %pecific TOPS lessons

and use traditional forms of problem solving to teach mathematics topics found ..

in the text books.

5. Teachers' Assessments of TOPS Features
Wo.

The statements below were generated
.

from negative comments one or more
..

teachers made during observations and interviews conducted in Spring, 1981.

,

(Responses do not always total 100% because of the pattern of teacher

responses.)'

Teaching TOPS takes too
much preparation time.

Alt

Strongly Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

12% 71% 18%.
(Z.

TOPS ideas can be applied in
situations outside TOPS
classrooms. 35% 59%

TOPS does not conflict with
our schal-rs math goals. 47% 41% 12%

TOPS does not contain enough
drill. 41% 35% 18%

Tests should be included as
, part of the TOPS-materials. 6% 41% .29i '

TOPS is not useful in any
other context. 47%

TOPS goals are clear.

?

TOPS does not help me learn
more about my students

.

The game aspect Of TOPS
lessens its value.

24% 53% 18%

71% 29%

6% 18% 47%. 29%

Students who have had TOPS
this year should continue
with TOPS next year. 44% 56%

,
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More teachers gave favorable ratings this year than last year,,and the

-ratings reflect generally positive attitudes. There were three negative

statements agreed to by between a quarter and a half of the teachers; theie

three dealt with the need for more drill, more tests, and the.game aspect of

TOPS.

, However, Intervieyi and questionnaire data may explain these three
;

relatively negative sets of responses. While teachers expressed satisfaction

with TOPS activities and materials, they also expressedrconcern about spending

time on TOPS at the expense'of "local objectives". To many teachers, the text

was aNset of local qbjectives to be covered as comprehensively as possible.

Teaching TOPS activities was viewed as conflicting in time and priorities with

'the local objectives. Thus, while many teacjiers said they agreed with TOPS

goals and could see the benefit.of TOPS-to students' performance they also had
*

doubts about the wisdom.of not teaching the text -- and risking lower test

scores. +fence the perceived need for more tests, more drill, and fewer games.

6. Classroom Implementation Choices

Since the site elected to change its TOPS program for Year II, the TOPS

Sourcebookl a set of lessons developed for Year I, was not used as frequently,

or in the same way, as it had been used in Year I. Electing an approach to

problem solving which attempted to integrate the textbook arid with many types

`/-6f materials, the site left use of the SOurcebook to teachers' discretion.
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Thus, teachers we.re asked how frequently they used 1) the district's4text

to teach problem solving, 2) the'TOPS Sdurcebook, 3) the local problem-solving

activity sheets and 4) other commercially available materiais.

"In teaching TOPS, how frepuently do you use each of the followfng?"

38% 56% 6%

the text book always almost
always

often rarely 'never'

the TOPS Sourcebook 6% 24% 46% 18% 6%

always 'almost

always

often rarely never

-"I Love TOPS" 12% 24% 40% 24%

locally produced
activities

always almost
always'

often rarely never

Other commercially 6% 29% 41% 24%

available products
(please specify)

always almost

always

often rarely never

7% 7% . 36% 21% 29%

Materials made by

(please specify)

always almost
always

often rarely never

The most frequently used problem-solving material was the local textbook

with ninety four-percent of the teachers using it "always" or "almost

alway0. In contrast, only 30% of the teachers used the "official" TOPS

Sourcebdbk that often. The local activities and commercial prodUcts, were used

with about the same frequency as the Sourcebook.

Teachers' comments about teach-ing TOPS daily, as well as'their personal

definitions of problem.solving, highlight the disparity which exists among

teachers at Site B. One.teacher said she made up her own activities based on

ideas in the Sourcebook. She,teaches TOPS once a week for a full math period

36
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and then twice a week devotes five minutes of the math period to word

problems. Another group of teachers, four in the same school, repdrted

different implementation strategies. One reported distributing the locally

'prepared cheCklit of problem sdlving strategies, which forms the basis of the

teacher logs, to students. He advised them to apply the strategies to word

problems and other math problems. The Mini-computer and String Game were

never used in that:classroom, and emphasis on the Olinking skills was

restricted to about ten,minutes each week. A second teacher used the locally

produced activities in conjUnction with the text because the two complemented

one another, rarely used the Hand Calculator but did use the Mini-computer and

the String Game. 'Another teacher reported using the text as the principal

&me of problem solving activities, and the last teacher used all resources

available including cOmmercial problem solving kits.

A teacher in another school used Strings to discuss sets, and commented

that while it was hard to-see TOPS' application to the regular curriculum, it

was a "colorful review". AnOther teacher also reported she didn't use the

Sourcebook extensively but instead "pushed mechanical techniques".

These comments typify comments made by other teachers, i.e., some teach

TOPS using the SourcebooNelectively, some teach TOPS using'a wide variety of
46N.4

materials, some teach their own version of problem solving and use *their own

strateeft.

Teachers who did use the TOPS Sourcebook were asked to rate its

effectivenessgin teaching prOblem solving, its appropriateness for students,

its'match al with the local textbook, b) with local goals, and c) with the

teachers definition of problem:solving. Ratings for three out of the five

categories were 4"average" to "excellent". Twenty-one percent of the teachers

judged that lesson appropriateness was below average compared to other



materials, and fourteen percent*judged it below average as a match with the

local textbook.

The questionnaire asked teachers if the Sourcebook needed revision, since

it was anticipated teachers might not want to use it because of some major

deficiency. In fact, a majority oftthe teachers (71%) recommendgd that no

changes be made.

Teachers who recommended changes made four types of suggestions:

o Add flow charts and schematic diagrams which had been developed

during the June '81 planning seminar.

o Explain every step of the demonstration problems and don't take
for granted that the teacher knows how to do ttle problems.

o Reference each lesson to the standard curriculum.

o Include more Arrow lessons.

7. Changes In Teaching

'One aspect of implementing TOPS is the-changes teachers made from Year I

to Year II. Teachers mentioned several different changes from one year to

another. 'Unlike Site A teachers who reported using questioning strategies

more and encouraging students' analysis, Site B teachers discussed the

Coordin3ter visits, improvement in their teaching, and integration with the

regular text.

Two teachers said that Year II-was not as productive for them because the

Coordinator schedule was not as helpful as last year., Three.teachers said

TOPS was easier to teach this year; having learned the problem-solving

J.
techniques they were able to practice those techniques this year. Integration

of problem-solving techniques with the.standard curriculum was viewed as a

positive step by teachers, but one teacher thought there was confusion about

how and when to integrate problem solving with the text.
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One teacher reported using a varietY of strtegies and materials as a

result of TOPS, another reported an increased awareness of problem solving,

another agreed with this and reported further that it was a direct result of

-the teacher training provided by CEMREL staff during the workshops. However,

other teachers mentioned 'that what.they had learned through TOPS was not .

generalizAle since there were local goals and test scores to worry about..

Teachers were also asked what changes they had made in their regular math ,

class as a result of TOPS. Teachers replied (in about equal numbers) that

o They didn't change since TOPS was so similar to their own teaching

style.

o They had made no major change since TOPS doesn't fit the schoql. -

district's own curriculum and takes away from (regular) lesson

planning.

o They had added a variety of strategies (looking for solutions,
analyzing the problem); had adopted a more open-ended questioning
style, concentrated on training processes and not on answers, used
a higher level questioning strategy and used basic math skills as

a means of solving problems, not an end in themselves.

8. Teachers' Views on Continuation

Ninety-four percent of all teachers said they would be caeable of teaching

TOPS next year and all teachers said they would choose to teath TOPS.
;4

While many teachers -indicated they wculdNiake no changes in the way they ,

taught TOPS,three said they would prefer to do it one day a week or every

other week. Four teachers said they would try to integrate it more fully with

the.curriculUm, one would do more pre-planning and one would pay more

attention to lower ability students.

Asked what help they would need if they taught TOPS next year, two

teachers reported they, would need no help, while others reported they would

need support (5), supplies (3), ideas (3), and motivation (2) .



More than half of TOPS teachers said that at least 75% of the math

teachers at their grade level could do an effective job with TOPS, and about a

quarter said that 50% to 75% could do so. All teachers would,like to setTOPS

used in their schools.

,

'Teachers cited,seven different problems they had faced in the past

including:

o Adjusting to Coordinator's plans and schedule changes.

f
o Understanding the program and how to use the materials.

o Relating the materials and activities to the cUrriculum.

o Arranging the schedule in order to use the materials effectively.

o Thinking of mathematics in terms of logical thinking and not

as computation.

o Changing their teaching style to accommodate to TOPS.

o Gaining confidence with TOPS.

Asked what problems new-to-TOPS teachers would face, the same issues were

stated again. Teachers'who had taught TOPS said new teachers might experience

difficulty because:,

o There is not enough time for demonstration lessons, and time
and practice are necessary if teachers aee going to be
successful with the project.

o Many teachers do not have a stroni enough mathematics background.
They need time to become familiar with the materials and need help
allocating time between mathematics as a reasoning activity and
mathematics as.a computation activity.

o Other teachers perceive the district's curriculum as fixed, as
not accommodating TOPS gdals, and therefore are unwilling or
unable to change the curriculum and their approach to the
curriculum.

,



In the course of implementing any new c>culum there are persistent .

'4*

problems which teachers face. For teachers at this site; problems fell into

four categories:
s

o Coordin or visits' were not frequent enough for teachers to ,

. maintain momentum.'

o Teachers found it'difficult to sustain their own ortheir

students' interest and motivation.

o Time was needed.tolearn the activities and plan ways to

present them to the class.

o Integrating the activities into the-curriculum required time,

skill and understanding.

For the Coordinators, persistent issues at the site.include a mutually

agreed upon conceptual and operational definition of problem solving, time to

continue training teachers to use problem solving since there are too few

trained to make an impact on the entire disYrict, and a way to integrate

problem solving with the local text.

9. Expansion Prospects'

One of the district's goals for TOPS was the development of a cadre of._

teachers who could act as change agents and expand the teaching of problem

solving.

Me prospects for expansion are guarded. Like Stte A *teachers TOPS

teachers won't be able to carry the entire expansion effort on their own.

Some of the teachers from YearoI who might have been able to were not TOPS

teachers in Year II, or were cOnfused by the,second year refocusi.ng of the

troject. tbo few were in the project both years and they were not adequately

prepared to be a major force for expansion.



While the majot:ity of teachers said they will use. TOPS materials hext

year, they'also indicated that expans.ion'with'in their schools ;rid throughout

the district must be directed by principals or'ther administrators. Teichers

see themselvei as haVing neither the timeNnor the influence to effecOOPS

expansion. Unlike Site Aohere plans forl continued expansion and commitments

for future funding have been made, Site B's plans are not explicit at this

time.

!..lowever, the Coordinator and the Demonstration Teacher said the district 4

does have plans, including the part-time assistance of a Year I Demons&ation

Teacherand the sponsorship of a course through the distf.ict'S inseryice.

agency.

Askellabout expansion, principals said they had no plans for concrete

plans or activities to promote the spread of TOPS in their building. One said

current TOPS teachers would have to go it alone; the other looked to his T6PS

teachers*to spread TOPS to other classrooms. This is interesting because

teachers who were interviewed stated that theresponsibility for TOPS

expansion must come from principals, central administrators, or both, if

expansion is to occur.

The logistics of expansion are a problem. Principals are,reluctant to

hire several substitutes to cover classes so that current or future teachers

can attend workshops. Consequently, expansion plans, if any, are compromised

by the constraints of teacher training logistics.

10. Overall Reactions of TOPS Participants
A

4 In an open-ended question on the questiraire, teachers we're-asked to

give'an overall evaluation of TOPS. Teachers said that TOPS was an excellent
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program and that they enjoyed participating. SeVeral teachers said they will

adopt its materials and technique's no matter what the district decides todo

because they appreciated its impact ori students' thinking and foUnd it helpful

for their own development. One teacfrer said it was an excellent way to meet

NCTM's goal of teaching problem solving. The only negative comment was that

it was diffieult to find the time to teach TOPS activities and also teach the

distr:ict's math curriculum.

In s4mmary, teadhers' ratings of the workshops, the lessons, and TOPS

eatures were positiVes. However, some teachers are, concerned about the match

between TOPS goals and local goals; For many teachers TOPS,in service and

k,
teaching was their first introduction to'conceptually oriented (as opposed to

computationally oriented) mathematics. Those tetchers are only beginning to

gain a practical and conceptual command over TOPS. Expansion is taking place

less rapidly than planried, and the district is commited to continuing and

expanding TOPS at a much slower pace and in a less systematiciway than at'

Site A.
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0
TOPS iMPAtT: ,ST.7 '8

_
This section:is d(ylded into two partS. The/first part will present

teachers' rating.of TO'impact regarding:
ko

o TOPS effectivemess in improving stuOentskthinking skills

TOPS effectiveRess in improving students' abiiitY to do specific

*

. mathematical tasks

o TOPS value.for feaching strategies

The second part W1 present students' standardized 'achievemeni test data.

Teachers' Ratings of_TOPS Impact

TOPS effectiveness in improving students' thinkfng skills
,

Analyzing Situations ,

Reasoning Logically
Evaluating Possible Answers
Reflecting Before Responding
Producing Multiple.Answers

Much ,

Improvement

38%

155
2-§K

745.

SoMe

Improvement

56%

ST5

Tar

No No

IMprovement Answer

Teacher ratings were lower ror all categories this year.

' TOPS effectivess in improving students' ability to do specific

mathematical tasks.

Place Value
Fractions
Estimation
Word Problems
Decimals
Mental, Arithmetic

0

Few& teachers this year

Much Some No .

Improvement Improvement Improvement

38% 50% 12%

rA 23%

23%

thought "Much Improllement"tad occurred'.

8

5
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*

TOPS value for teaching strategies..
t

.

Less pressure
(no."wrong answers", everyone
ncariL contribute).

Content .

(good problem situations,

lesson plans)
.

Student reponses
(explaining l'how-to" and "whY",0

many possible answers)

Hands-onflaterial,z
(MinicOputer, hand calculator,

-strings) 4

1

4.

Helps

A Lot.

94%

70%

65%

.88%

.

Pk.

o

'Helps ,

A Little

6%

.24%

35%.

12%

a.

:

Doesn't

Help

6%

e

,

Game atmosphere
(no paper pencil, team Way) 88%

Teacher questioning
(thought provoking, open-ended,
follow up to student responses) . 82% 18%

12%

This year, teachers' rating were slightly higher than last year's

ratings for all but two categories.-- content and student responses.

,

Standardized Test Data, Fourtii Grade Comparisons

The primary goal of the TOPS staff and most.of ;he teachers was to

improve students' ibIlit; to.solve word problems, in oraer'to impnove

performance on'the Condepts and'Applications sub-test of the California

Achievement Test which is routinely administered by ihe.district. Given that''

goal, and the differences in theway T0PS was implementedfrom ong classroom

to another it seemed appropriate not to administer MANS Tests, but instead,

to analyze achievement test data.
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The Sample'. Test data from seventeen classes of fourth grade students, tested

in tOlay, 1982, were analyzed (9 TOPS and 8 non-TOPS). Fourth grade was

selected because the largest number of TOPS classes were to be found'at Grade

4. The TOPS classes tested were chosen by the site staff on the basiS of

their representativeness; most of the students were in ,their first year of

TOPS. Non-TOPS classes were also selected by the site staff, the primary

criterion for their selection being similarity 'to TOPS classes in student and

teacher ability.

Method of analysis. For each class a mean score was calculated for each

Mathematics test and for the Total Reading test of the California Achievement

Testadministered in the Spriflg of 1281. An Analysis of Covariance procedure

was then used so that mean mathematics scores were adjusted to take into ,

account the differences In class ability, as measured by reading scores.
7

(Appendix D presents TOPS and non-TOPS class means.) The mean Total Reading '

score (scaled score) for the nine'TOPS classes was 427.6 vs. 425.4 for the

eight non-TOPS classes; thus mathem'atics scores were statistically adjusted

(downward for TOPS, upwards for Non-TOPS) to reflect this difference.

Results. Table 3 shows TOPS and non-TOPS adjusted mean scores. The p-value
-1ft

of the comparison is also given, i.e. the likelihood of a difference of that

size happening by chance.-

TABLE 3
SUMMARY OATA, CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST

FOURTH GRADE CLASSES,'SITE 8, 1982

TOPS Classes Non-TOPS Classes! p-Valuel

..

, .
Mathematics Computation 420.7 416.6 , -

Mathematics Concepts
and Applications

, 430.7 425.2
4.

45

.

,

.

Mathematics Total 424.9

.

420.0 .35

Based on the t-test for the-Analysis of Covarfance with 14 degrees of

freedom. A dasii (-) indicates the difference was not significant at even the .qtli

level (one chance in two).
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Although TOPS classes had higher scores on both subtests, the dithrences were "ndt :

Of

statistically.significant.

Graphs of Class Means. Data from Table 3 are amplified in the graph showil-6P-60,

:T

where Math Concepts and Applications class means are presented. The Math sdcire

for each class is plotted against Reading score. A line has been ch:'awn to show

the best linear prediction of Math scores for given Reading scores. It can be

AlkethatReiding is a fairly good predictor of Math and that there is very little

.advantage for 'the TOPS classes.
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Standardized *Achievement Tests, Second year TOPS Students vs. Non-TOPS

Students. There is also a group of fifth grade students at site B who have

had TOPS for two years. Although those students did not move in intact

classes, from one TOPS teacher to another, it was possible to locate groups of

those students, and to record their Math scores from the-1982 CAT. In

cgntrast to the TOPS students ( who were in small and large groups in their

classes) the non-TOPS "comparison" group was composed of Intact classes

selected by the Coordinator because those classes were similar in ability to

classes in which TOPS students were found.

It was also possible to record the 1981 CAT Reading score for these
1

lk 1

. i

students and this was used as a covariate in an Analysis of Covariance, this 1

1

time with students as the units of analysis. Table 4 shows the adjusted means

in Mathematics for both groups of students and the resulting plveue of the

test of significance. The mean 1981 Reading scores were 431.1 for TOPS

students vs, 444.1 for Pon-TOPS. ,

Table 4

Summary Data, Second Year TOPS Comparison
Fifth Grade, Site B, 1982

TOPS apd Non-T02S Students
1980-1981/ 1981-1982---

---......

IbTOPS

Students
N3n-TOPS
Students

p-ValueF

CAT Mathematics
. Computation, 1982 . 469.9 462.6 .30

tiathematics COncepts
and Applications, 1982 470.4 461.4 ° .10

Mathematics Total, 1982 . 468.6 460.5 .10

18ased on the Analysis of Covariance t-test with 211 degrees of freedom.
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The differences, though favoring TOPS tudents were not-significant at

the usual4.05 level, butrere significant at the, .10 level (i.e. a one-in-ten

likelihood this difference occurred by chance).

One should bear in mind that this analysis had to done at the student

level, yielding more liberal results,than the more usual'class level

analysis. Rather than grouping students into'classes, the graph below shows

the results when students are grouped according to reading ability.. Thus all

4

.
students with Reading percentile rank between 75 and 99 were grouped together

and average Reading and average Math.scores computed for that group and

plotted and similarly for the other quartiles. This yielded graph points for

TOPS and for non-TOPS student's for each quartile. Because TOPS schools
a

generally were selected on the basis of low achievement scores, these points

are always based on progressively more stildents in the lower quartiles (e.g.

for TOPS students, 10, 20, 24, and 48 students respectively.
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It can be seen that it is in the middle quartiles (i.e. percentile rank in

reiding from 25-75) that the.TOPS students do relatively,best.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The data show that TOPS was favorably received by the majority of

participating staff and had some effect on participating students. The

favorable reactions speak well for both CEMREL staff and the local districts'

staff. Their work with TOPS was clearly a key factor in teac4rs' evaluations.

The next question is "What do potential adopters need to consider given

TOPS history at Site A and Site B?

TOPS history points to several major conditions (in our view) which are .

necessary for success. To the extent that present sites are meeting these

conditions they will be successful; future adopters will need to review these

conditions with an eye toward their own situation.

o Supervisors and teachers should know enough mathematics to understand

the mathematical processes in' TOPS activities and know how the lessons lead to

students' understanding.

o If teachers have s'ufficient mathematics background to understand and

te-ach TOPS, they should be able to play the major role in implementing TOPS in

their classroosm. Coordinators wouldithen act to analyize, review, and

critique.

o If teachers do not have sufficient mathematics background, the trainer

will have to play the major role in demonstrating and_discussing lessons; the

mathematical processes embodied in the lessons will need to be explained, and

the goaT of the lessons spgcified. 'For these teachers it would be a mistake

to assume that the lessons are self-explanatory but it would be equally

undesirable to-teach mathematics first and then teach TOPS activities.

4

5l
5
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Throughout the year the trainer may also need to play a major role in the

classroom, first demonstrating lessons and then critiqueing teachers' letsons.

o Both groups- of teachers, the mathematicfally knowledgeable and those

less so, should remember to begin teaching both TOPS activities and

traditional problen solving methods at the same time may confuse students more

than help them. Once solidly.in place, TOPS may be a springboard for

introducing traditional problem solving, but given TOPS' specific point of

view at the start, the best way to maximize its effect is to learn and

practice TOPS lessons.

o Once the decision is made to adoptTOPS, a district must provide

sufficient training initially, and follow up for teachers. If a long term

impact on students is desired, then a large enough cadre of teachers should be

trained so that TOPS can be implenented at many grade levels and year-to-year

scheduling can be siMplified. Training specialist teachers, who teach more

than one grade leveys advantageous for long term effects. Training

specialist teachers is also a more cost effective way of reaching the largest

number of students in one day, which maximizes the training investment.

Teachers need to be told the district is commited to TOPS. Since the

lessons might not seem to directly translate to achievement test success, the

district needs to communicate a willingness to bide its time and to delay a

,final weighing of the evidence uRtl a comprehensive implementation.has

occurred. Otherwise, teachers are likely to return to what they perceive to

be the district's "real" goals.

There are several caveats for potential adopters. Learning the TOPS

activities may frustrate the teachers at first., and they should be encouraged

to persist. Coordinators are the key in this respect. They will need to

4.;
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monitor how often and how well TOPS is taught. Then, the evaluation of TOPS

will need to be carefully considered. "Traditional" achievement tests may notk

be sensitive to TOPS instruction and districts should be Aware of-the

difficulties inherent in assessing problem solving.,,

Districts whose goals match TOPS,goals, and who have the resourtes to

train teachers and monitor their TOPS implementation, should find TOPS makes a

positive contribution to teachers and students.
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TOPS TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

School:

I. Background

1. How marlY Years have you taught?

C]lst year 02-5 years E:]6 -TO years' [ ;10-20 years 720 plus years
1111

2. Highest academic status attained:

Course work leading
to a Bachelor's

Bachelor's

3. In college, did you elect:

Elementary Education
Major with no math
methods courses

Bachelor's
plus

Master's

Elementary Education Another major with

with 1 or 2 math ' some math courses

methods courses

Master's
plus

Concentration
in mathematics

4. What-grade level(s) are you teaching math to this year?

5. How many classes do you teach math to each day?

6. How many years have you taught" math at this grade ievel?

Z. What other grade levels, if any, have you taUght math?

8. On an average, how many minutes does your class spend on math each day?

9. Did you volunteer0 or were you asked to participate0 n TOPS?

10. Aen did you begin'teaching TOPS?

During the previous school year.

II. Teaching TOPS

1. Since you started teaching TOPS, what percent of math time has been spent on TOPS instruction?

Is it usually for: a few minutes at ktime, but not every ciay

a few minutes at a time each dayr-

a full math period.each weeks

At the beginning of
Present school yeir.

Within the last few months.

A-1
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2. If you are a second year teachet briefly compare teaching TOPS this ylarto teaching

TOPS last year.

,.
3. theck whether you strongly agre agree, disagree,'Or strongly disagree with the

following statenents:

Strongly Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

Teaching TOPS takes too much '

preparation time.

TOPS ideas can be applied in
situations outside TOPS classrooms.

TOPS dots not conflict vi.th our school's

- math goals.

TOPS does not contain enough drill.

Tests should be included 4s part of

the TOPS arterials.

f

TOPS is nct useful in any other context.

TOPS goals are clear.

TOPS does not help me learn rare about
my Studeflts.

The game aspect of TOPS lessens its
value.

Students who have had TOPS this year
should continue with TOPS next year.

MINIMMIINI110

MOINNO/M 111MOIMMIIIIII

.1111111 IM/11111=11.1.

011111111111W
111111.

111111101MI

alMIMMON 4111M111

4. What changes, if any, have you made in tRe.way you teach or what you teach during

your regulat math.class? (state briefly)
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III. Continuation

1. As a result of your present TOPS experience, if you had the TOPS materials but the

coordinator was unavailable

a) would you be capable of continuing to teach TOPS? YesC:] No[::

b) wOuld,you choose to teach TOPS next year? Yes0 No0

If yes, what changes, if any, would you mak,..?

If no, why not?

2. if you did teach TOPS next year,,what help, if ally, would You need?

S.

1. About what percent of teachers now teiching Math at your grade level(s) could do an

effective job withlOPS?

4. Would you like to see TOPS used in other classes in your school?

Mol Yes, at all grades Only in grades

5. What is the biggest problem new-to-TOPS teachers face in teaching TOPS? (comrent briefly)



IV. Workshops and Coordinator Activities

1. During the workshops what percent of the time was.spent on each topic and how effective was the

presentation?.

Overview of the program's
philosoPhy and goals

Oiscussion/presentation of
math content by trainer

.Demonstration/discussion by
trainer.of specific lessons

Practice by participants
of teaching various lessons

Percent
of time

2. What were the strengths and weaknesses

a) of the workshops

e fective some!hat notI

.
I

effective effective

I

somewlhat not

effective effectiveII,
somew at I not

effective effective

le

ffective someihatJ not
t

effective effective

te

ffective

effective

b) Of other coordinator activities (i.e., individual contacts, meetings)

3. If a coordinator were available next year, what activities would you like to see

emohasized?- (check as many as apply and rate the helpfulness of eachl

verY somewhat not usually

helpful helpful helpful

Conducting demonstration classes

Reviewing mathematical content

Planning future lessons

Discussing general problem solving strategies'

Critiquing lessons you taught

Explaining the goals of an individual lesson

Suggesting classroom management procedures

Classroom.visits in general

4. What were the most persistent
problems in implementing the program this year?
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V. Benefit to Students

1. How-well does TOPS improve students' abilityi.to do, problems in:

much Some no '

(check one) improvement improvement improvement

place value

fractions

estimation

word problems

decimals

mental arithmetic

...11101.1

2. What aspects of TOPS make it beneficial to students:

Less pressure-
(no "wrong" answers, everyone can contribute)

Content
(good problem situations, lesson plans)

Student responses
(explaining "how to" and "why", many

possible answers)

Hands-on matertal
(Rini-computer, hand calculator,. strings)

Game atmosphere
(no paper pencil, team play)

Teacher questionning
(thought provoking, open-ended,

follow up to student responses)

Helps
a lot

=111.!

3, How well does TOPS improve
students' thinking skills in:

reasoning logically

evaluating possible answers

reflecting before responding

producing multiple alternatives

analyzing situations

A=5

..1.010.11M

(check one)

Helps

a little

Doesn't
help

(check one)

much some no

improvement ,.improvement --improvement

4.1.10100.10 M/MIMMOM/0



Site A only

VI. TOPS Materials

1. Rate these

as hIgn
or low on:

TOPS materials--
'
String
Game

Language off
Arrows

Hand

,Calculator

Mini-
Computer

Detective
Stories

Can be used
effectively
by a teacher

,

.
,

Promoting student
growth im problem-
solving skills

,

,

.,.

.

Promoting positive
student attitude
toward problemr
solving

.

Student enjoyment

Overall benefit to
stu4ents ompared
to the math period
it replaced

e

,

.

.

2. What changes, if any, would you recommend be made in any of the TOPS materials.

VII. 1. What assistance have you provided to other teachers in your school, if any, who have recently

started TOPS?

VIII. 1. Overall, whit is your view of the TOPS program?



Site

VI. TOPS Materials

1. In taaCtino TOPS, how
fre4pently do you use each of the following:

, 4

only

tihe text book alwkys almost o ten . rarely never

always

the TOPS Sourcebook
(orange TOPS book) always almost often rarely never

always

41 Love TOPS"
Activities Nays almost o4en rarely neved

.
always

Other commercially
available products 1

(please specify) always almost o ten rarefy never

always

Materials made by i

I

always almost often rarely never

always

2. Are there any'changes you
would recommend be Made in the TOPS sourcebook?

Yes No Ei

If yes, what changes?

3. If you usually use the TOPS sourcebook, please compare it to other materials for:

Ease in Teaching_Problem Solving

Appropriateness of Lessons for Students

_-
Match with Local Textbooks

Match with Local Goals

Match with me Owm Definition of

Problem Solving

I
I

-
I , I

oor Below
Average

%

Average

i

Above
Average

1

Excellent

oor Bo ow

Average

Average

I

Above
Average

i

Excellent

1

oor Be ow

,
Average

Average

I

Above
Average

i

Excellent

I

oor Se ow
Average

Average Above
Average

Excellent

Average

Above
Average

VII. 1. Averall, what is your view of the TOPS program?

A-7
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Tverall, what is your view cf.TOPS?"

Site A

It would make a great elective.

I'm not tertain that a loss of class periods is more beneficial thah
math. I did not accomplish.what I hoped to this ytear.

Very-good.

I like TOPS. I had a bad start last year. NOw I expect to get into-

the Orogram.

It appears to promote problem solving techniques and can be used in
conjunction with any math program.

Excellent. Problem solving skills can be developed using it.

I. believe I've seen improvement.of thinking skills and it's spilled

over into classroom activities. ..

A challenging program if you can,attune students to it. It is

difficult to get them to see it is math.

I compared students' scores and some went up and some went down.

It is a rewarding experience.

It is an excellent program to get students to think. They're all

eager to be involved.

It's great. It's too bad this is necessary beyond the primary grades.

Terrific. It affects the cognitive domain of-students. It is a much

needed program.

. It is excellent.

I'd like to see a follow-up for teachers to show TOPS supervisors
how a lesson they would teach could be put in a TOPS format. All

teaching could be done that way with careful planning. ,

I'm impressed. I use it twice a week. The style, questioning and

reasoning together, works well'. It spins off in the teaching of

other math materials.

A great first step to improving math abilities. We should not

stop here.

Overall growth at the end of the year in some areas.

A-8
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40 It gls not been a cure-all. I'm not totally satisfied with jt, maybe -
. hecause I used it in only one class.

It is excellentln developing problem solving in all areas of math.
It has made a difference to my attitude and approach in teaching math.

Overall, well done and good materials.

Essentially beneficial.

Great. It's too bad this kind of analysis training is necessary
_heyond the primary level.

It's good for students' reasoning skills.- There is too imch emphasis
on test scores. Reasoning is being neglected and too many students
knowilow to add fractions but in real life are not able to apply it.

I' think it is an excellent tool, especially for use in teacher

training. Sell it tolteachers' colleges first.

Great,, if there is time. Curriculum demands make it difficult.to
use it much.

Site B
'-

Excellent Concept in keeping with the problem sip:lying challenge of

the eighties.

.1 likp it generally, but as an auxiliary to the regular text and
curriculum

It is worthwhile teaching for problem solving. I'm glad I had the

experience.of working with it. I hope pupils will benefit. It

will be part of my program.

Pretty good. 1.p1an to use it more next year.

enjoyed t. It was helpful to students.

,Flove it. It gears on,thinking skills.

'Good. It is helpful to *eachers and pupils.. It,meets the needs of both.

IV was more at eaSe, I might teach it more.

Excellent:

Overall, go d.- It should start at grades 2 and 3. The Workshops and
mathicbntent seemed aimed at junior high school Dr higher. It needs

.0pre emphasis o lower grades.

I enjoyed participating Ind being exposed to activities.. I will use it.

I enjoyed it.
t ..

I thought it was great and will.,misi people.
r)

Exeellent progral:.- It lessens the profilem of teaChing problem solving.

Problem solvinhould be 4mproved in all areas of education.

A-9 .6,!)
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The.MANS Tests

The MANS tests are short test scales originally desqned to assess what

are thought to be some of the underlying thinking skills of CSMP, an

experimental mathematics curriculum developed by CEMREL, INc. They have been
_0

used in the evaluation of CSMP for several years in second through sixth grade

studies.

Characteristics of the MANS tests inClude:

Testing of important mathematical Skills

Situations presented are usually new to students

Do not contain non-standard terminology

Sefies of short scales, each preceeded by special

directions and samples

Provide 'for a mixture of multiple choice, open-ended:

And multiple responses

Require litt le reading, and when reading is required,

the regling level is well below grade level

Low algorilhmic computational requirements

Main unit of analysis is the classroom
,

For all MANS scales,'an'intensive pilot test and review procedure is used

during the development phase. CSMP Evaluation Report $-B-3 contains a detailed

descriptioKof thjs process for an earlier CSMP study.

A brief description of each test is given below. Similar tests have been

groUped into categories of mathematipal content.

Administering the MANS tests requires trained testers, who were given

specific directions for administering the tests, as well as a standardized -4g

script which included sample problems from the scales. buring the testing

session students work a sample witp the tester, then do the items in.that
de

icale.on their own.

B-1
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' MANS tests are,administered to intact classes, in two separate sessions

which are usually scheduled on-two consecutive,days. Each session lists from

45 to 55 minutes. Some scales, like Estimation, are strictly timed; for others

'tjming is flexible.

Four categories* of scales were administered to TOPS classes; Estimation

and Mental Arithmetic, Fraction and Decimals, Represenations and Patterns of

Numbers am" Elucidation. In all, twenty scales were administered, the scales

averaging 11 items per scale. Item sampling was done for most scales. A

description of each category and a sample from each scale are shown below.



CATEGORY:. ESTIMATION.AND MENTAL'ARITHMETIC.
1.

, Includes twg.Xypes of scales: EstiMation requires the.rapid deriving of approximate

answers, to Omblims; and Mental Aritntetic requires the exact answers to calculations

amenable to non-algorfthitic sclutidr.

stal fi6k i ternS

El-. Estimating"Intervals: Addition

Abstract: Given a computation problem involving whole number addition, and

5 fixed intervals (0-10, 10-509.50-100, 100400, 500-1000)9
determine which interval contains the answer to the problem, and

put an x in the'interval. Ely instruction, format and short time

limits, students-are discouraged from computing exact ans#ers.

TWO or three sample items are donecollectively.

E2.

E3.

Specifics: 8 items, on one form taken by'all students, exactly 1.75 minutes.

Examples: 479,+ 85 0 10 50 100 500 1000

19 + 19 + 19 0 10 SO 100 500 1000

Estimating Intervals: Subtraction

Abstiact:. The sPile,is similar to El (except that it involves whole number

subtraction) and follows it directly in the test booklets.

Specifics: 8 items, on one form taken by all students, exactly 1.5 minutes.-

Examples: 100 --'93 0 10 SO 100 500 1000

7b5 217 0 10 SO 100 SOO 1000

Estimating

Abstract:

Specifics:

4

Intervals: Multiplication

The scale is similar to El and-E2 (but is devoted to multiplica-
tion with whole numbers for the mosepart) and follows them in
the test booklets.

8 items, On one form taken by all students, exactly 1.5 minutes.

Examples: 40 X 10 0 10

4 x 29 0 10

14r 4

B-3
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I1 above zero I

E4. Estfmating Intervals: Division

Abstract: The scale is similar to E3 except that it involves division
mostly of whole numbers and there are different intervals
(0-1, 1-10, 10-20, 20-100, 100-500) in=the response format.
It follows E3 in the test booklets.

Specifics: 16 items. 8 on each of two fonms, exactly 1.5 minutes.

Examples: 190 10

18,230 t 1,000

E5. Whole Number Open Sentences

0

10 20 100

10 zo 100

Abstract: Giveh an-open sentence, where the box may be either on the right
or the left of thtequal sign, where the numbers are large and
easy to work with, and where only one operation is used, put the
number in the box which makes the.sentence true. By instruction
and prompting, students are discouraged from "computing the long
ways and are not allowed to do any figuring on paper.

Specifics: 24 items,-12 on each of two forms, exaCtly 7 minutes. Twenty-
one items are of TyPe A, three are of Type B.

4
Examples:, Type A: 500 + 9,000 + 500 a

- 250 sa 150

12 x SO a

900 divided by I I

it 3

Typ.B: 7 x 43 a 301

14 x 43 a

600 divided by 35 = 40
615 divided-by 15-2

16. Negative Hits and Misses

Abstract: Given the description of a "game" with two riles ( a) each hit
means a gain of 5 points and b) each miss means a loss of 1
point) and,partial informatipn on turns, the stupant must deduce
the missing information. Two sample items are completed
collectively.

Specifics: 10 items, 5 on each of two forms, approximately 4 minutes.

Examples: Started with
a score of

Jan:

Peter: 110 below zero 1

Number Number
of Hits of Misses

0

1

B-4
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Ended with

a score of

12 below zero
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rOi
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(provided,

'but not
mentioned
in instruc-
tions).



CATEGORY: FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS

Requires computation with fractions and decimals, in a yariet,y of noyel applications.

6 scales, 60 items 4
.

44,14

Decimat Gas

Abstract: Solve word priblems each of which start with 6.5 gallons4of

gas. The one-step solutionkall require simple computations,

(+9. x, or f) with decimals. ,

Specifics: 8 items, 4 on each of two forms, approximatelY 3 minutes

Ixamples: Peter has 6.5 gallons.
Then he spills 1.2 gallons.

How much gas will he have left?

FL

F2.

Ron has 6.5 gallons.
Next week he w1411 use ten times this much.

How much gas will he use next week?

'Representing Fractions and Decimals

Abstract: The scale has five short subsections each containing one of two

kinds of items: either,a mixed number or decimal is given
.".

in standard form and must be represented in another specifb-:
way or else that process is reversed and the response format*:

multiple choice. Instruction is largely in the form of a-

w it question or command at the beginning of each subsection.

Spetifics:.20 items, 10 on each of two forms, approximately 4 minutes.

Examples: Put an arrow at 1.-3S inches.

0 I 2 3

How much is shaded?

,

(A completed iample

-

F3. Fraction Computation

1 1 2

lr 2'
lr none of these

4114

Abstract: Given straightforward computation itMs involving simple ".

fractions, produce exact answers (by c lculating on paper if
necessary). Though the items do not h ve the multiple choice
response forTat, they art s1m1lar1 r nge and difficulty to
those found in the standardized achiev nt tests of the appro-
priate grade level.

Specifics:10 items, 5 on eath of two forms, appro ima ely 1 minute.

Examples:

B-5



F4. FractiOn Open Sentences

Abstract:

Specifics:

Examples:

Given An open sentence 4nvolving at least one fraction,'and one

of the four arithmetic operations, complete the sentence.

J6-items,on one form taken by half the students, approximately

3 minutes.

4

FS. Which Fraction is Larger

Abstract: Given two non-whole numbers written in fractional form (a proper
fraction, an improper fraction or a mixed number), circle the

larger one. A completed sample item is shown.

Specifics: 6 items, on one form taken by half the students, approximately
2 minutes.

3 .1
Examples: Or I

532' Or ir

F6, Which Decimal is Larger

*1*Ii Abstract:

Specifics:

-411.

Given two non-whole numbers written in decimal form, circle the

1arger et. A coMpleted sample item is shown..

6 items, on one form taken by half the stUdenti, approximately

2 minutes. In one item, one of the numbers is written in

fractional form. .

Examples: 4.999 or 5.1

1.5 or 0.58



Requires finding or applying a given pattern in sets of numbers.

6 scales, 72 items

Rl. Labelling Number Lines

Abstract: Given partially labelled number lines, with verying increments,
determine.certain missing numbers. A sample item is worked
collectively.

Specifics: 10 items, 5.on each of two forms, approximately 5 minutes.

Examples: I I
0 14

4 f

4 0

35 49

,

a 14

R2. Multifflitation Series "

Absteait: Given an incomplete portion of a multiplicative series of

numbers, determine the constant multiplier involved in order to

complete the portion shown. Portions of several series are

shown altogether with one, two or three numbers missing from

each. A sample series is examined and completed collectively.

Specifics: 14 items (missing numbers),'7 on each of_two forms, approximately

3.5 minutes. -

R3.

Examples:

I
1 1

1 sOCO I lo,OCO 1100,000 I

7

Constructing Numbers

Abstract: Giyen the use of only four digits (29'5, 7 and 8) and the rule
that no digit be used more than once, construct numbers like the

smallest (or largest), the second smallest (or largest) ,or the
closest to a given number. The constructed numbers are to be of
either 2, 3 or 4 digits and sometimes restricipd to a given .
range of numbers:* Collectively, to clarify the rules, two
incorreCt answers and the correct one are examined for two

sample problems.'

Specifics: 12 items, 6 on each of two forms, approximately 4 minutes

Examples: What is the second largest four digit number?

What is the smallest three digit number between-.
730 and 850?

What four digit number between 2,000 and 3,000 is
,closest to 2,800?
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,R4. 'Attributes of Flags

Abstract:
Given drawings of six flags which have different combinations of

attrfbutes, select the flag which is described by a statement.

Specifics: 12 items, 6 on each of two forms, approximately 6 minutes

Examples:

Sample: Seth likes flags that don:t ave a stripe or a star.
Mien flagi would she like.
Circle all the correct answers.-

A SCOEF
In what ways art flags S and F alike?

R5. Solving Number Rules

Abstract:

Specifics:

Given 3 clues (i.e., pairs of numbers) in a game, determine what
the secret method is (i.e., the unique rule relating each of the
pairs of numbers) and,then use the rule to calculate the missing
number from the fourth, pair.

12 items, 6 on each of two forms, approximately 6 minutes. On

half the items, it is the second number that'is missing frmn the
fourth pair; on the other half it's the-first one that is

missing.

Examples: Amy's Game

Class Amy's

said: answer:

First clue: 5 26

Second clue: 9 46

Third clue: 2 11

Question: 4 El

R6. using Number Machines .

4

Jane'i Game

Class
said:

Jane's
answer:

9 3

15

30 10

7 ,

Abstract: Given labelled."number machines in sequence and either the

initial or the terminating number, determine the other number.

There is, an introduction showing that "number machines" take in

numbers; add, subtract, multiply or divide by a fixed quantity; -

and give out the resultant number. Then three sample items

(each with a "number machine" sequence) are worked collectively.

Specifics: 12 items, 6 on each.Of two forms, approximately 4 minutes. .

Exanples:

P.: 0, 11-771
te.)
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CATEGORY: ELUCIDATION

Requires producing many correct answers to a given problem.

2 scales, 30, 34 possible 'Cbrrect answers

01. Getting to 12

Abstract: Given a starting point (3), a goal (12) and two rules, invent as

many ways of reaching the goal as possible. The rules are that

only the numbers, 2, 3, 5, & 7 can be used along with addition,

subtraction multiplication or division. Two sample solutions

(see below)-Are worked collectively.

Spectfics4 Exactly 3.5 minutes.

Examples:
Example 1: 0 + 7

x 2 = 14

14 - = 12

Example 2: 0 + 5 = 5
5 + 3 = 8

8 +2 = 4
4 x 3 = 12

U2. Producing Many Answers

Abstract: Given several different situationi each of which poses a problem

for which there are many correct solutions, produce as many of

them aspossible.,4, For each situation, some potential solutions

are accepted or eejected for not following the given rules as

inappropriate.
, .

Specifics: Four s , Oions: only the.first one.is read by.the tester. All

Ct
stude ts,db the firstlwo of four;,do the remainfna two on Form A;
half 'Ile remathing two on Form B. Total of 17 possible correct
solutions to the first two and for the remaining two items
-fourteen correct'for krm A; eighteen correct for 'Form B.

Examples: &IA: Start at sere.

Coot be a miler ad sal ot at 24.

Whet,soele yee W eseotiel byt

Mee all tee mits seeeers. O.

&lay Wee eely even mefters. )1(

Mei must he Otrttible ip S. X
'hey eat he molter thle 10. )(

Oleo sli the correct sealers. 60.

ty;
B-9. 04
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List of Class Means, Site A.
MANS'Categories
TOPS/Non-TOPS

Classes Estimation ,Fractions

And Mental and
Arithmetic Decimals

Representations
and Patterns of
Numters

Elucidation Total Figural

Reasoning
1981

Reading

TOPS 1 34.7 27.4 40.5 32.9 135.8 7:8 24.4

2 31.2 25.8 37.9 24.4 119.3 8.3 17.4

't

3 31.9 24.2 31.8 12.9 100.8 6.6 17.4

4 33.3 21.2 35.2 . 17.2 106.9 8.0 15.6

5 45.2 41.9 48.6 39.4 175.1 9.1 24.8

6 33.0 22.7' 34.8 16.2 106.7 7.7 14.6

Non=TOPS,
i

I

27.8 20.1 27.6 19.3 94.7 7.6 "22.5

2 41.1 28.0 39.5 24.7 133;2 8.4 17.2

3 28.7 21.7 31.5 16.6 98.5 7.7 16.1

4 29.0
.

24.9 32.,r5
,..,,

17.0 103.4 8.1 ' 19.9

5 38.0 32.4 40.5 32.3 14,3.3 8.6 23.3

6 28.5 20.2 32.5 33:0 114.3 8.5 22.0
t
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California Achievement Test Scores Site
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Li st of Cl ass Means', Site B,
-, _Cal iforni a Achievement Tea Scdres .

=
1

1981-1982 Students
,

. ,
. .

.

'114

n

t. - Cl asses 4, Computation -Concepts and t:.tal Reading
o Applications,

.

TOPS 10
,st

1 385.2 407.9 397.0 417.0
41

451:4 447.1 446.5 -457.7

422.3 422-.7 14. 412.9

4 99.4 421.2 410.5 410.5

b

. 6

4 9. .

415.9

433:1

415.3
4

425.1

4 1.5.1

425.6

412.4

.7 is 42'644 435.8 430.6 437.9
,..

es
-,:.. r 'i .

407.9 418:8 411.4 391.4

9 , 459.4 481.3 471.8 .. 484.0

Non-TOPS
401 .8 445.8 404.3 436.1

- 439.9 446.9 441.0 478.1

3 , A18.5 438.9

4 ,379_.Z ' 394.1! 388.2, 7' 389e9,

5 *418.gisb. 430.3". 424.2 e 418.6

6 .1,, 409.1 417.4 411.8 406.5

7 ; 442.4 440.3 439.1 447,2

.8 418.0 423.2 . 419.0 396.1

".
o

. c' , -

r: ". '
:` 1:' . ,1" 6

'.5.. %

..1.

15 5

DS.



List Of Class Means, Skte B

Fifth Grade Classes
TOPS/Non-TOPS

TOPS Class

Computation

1980-81 1981-82

04

04
t

418.1

475.1

433.7

499.8

-08 3bo.b t347
.

13 398.5 , 434.8

14 425.2 474.2

16 411.6 469.1

Non-TOPS
Classes

01 437.4 471.9

07 408.9 443.4,_

JO 410.4 431.6

18 450.4 . 515.8

Contepts and Total Math' Reading

Applications
1980-81 1981-82 1980-81 1981-82 1980-81

415.0

444.2

402.0

423.9

431.8

.
429.3

438.2

-423.1

4:122.9

464.1

412.3 414.6 432.1

508.3 478.2 502.3

396.2 428.0.423.8
.

454.1 VI 1 . 5414 444.6

465.7 427.4 467.4

463.0, 419.7 464.4

.464.5 435.5 465.6

432.0 415.3 436.2

442.2 415.9 436.7

523.4 : 455.9 517.8

399.9.

..,

482.5

364.6

414.6

428.2

435:9

437.9

424.3

427

484.9

C.: ;
r
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